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Both sets of regulations have rules which cite that ‘Client Money’ (as referred to by CASS) or 
‘Investor Money’ (as referred to by IM) must be kept in accounts that are segregated from the 
firm’s own money.

CASS Regulations IM Regulations
7.16.6 3.(10)
Money which is client money (when operating the 
normal approach) must be received directly into a 
Client Money Account.

Any investor money received shall be deposited into a 
collection account without delay and in any event not later 
than one working day after the receipt of such money.

7.18 4.(4)
Client Money Accounts and Client Money Transaction 
Accounts are covered by ‘Acknowledgement Letters’.

Collection Accounts are covered by an ‘Investor Money  
Facilities Letter’.

7.13.13 3.(9)
Client Money can be held in any of the following:
• A central bank;

• A CRD credit institution;

• A bank authorised in a third country, or;

• A qualifying money market fund.

Investor Money can be held in any of the following:
• A credit institution authorised in the EEA;

• A credit institution authorised within a signatory 
state, other than a Member State of the EEA, to the 
Basle Capital Convergence Agreement of July 1988; or,

• A credit institution authorised in Jersey, Guernsey, 
the Isle of Man, Australia or New Zealand.

 Segregation

 AutoRek Can:
• Automate your internal and external reconciliations   
 to ensure that there is enough Client/Investor Money  
 segregated to meet the client financial obligations.

• Provide a central repository where acknowledgment/ 
 facility letters can be stored electronically. 

• Deliver workflow functionality to be used within the   
 reconciliations and repositories to demonstrate the  
 correct level of business oversight. 

Both regulators outline the need for keeping accurate books and records and retaining these 
books and records for a stipulated length of time.

CASS Regulations IM Regulations
7.15.5(3) 3.(17)
5 years 6 years

AutoRek maintains a complete audit trail of all transactions and balances, including any user actions or system 
actions impacting these records. For security reasons, nothing can ever be deleted from AutoRek. When data is 
archived to ensure optimal system performance, the archived records remain retrievable for audit purposes.

 Record Retention

 CBI Investor Money vs FCA CASS
AutoRek can assist your firm with regulatory obligations whether governed by the Financial 
Conduct Authority or the Central Bank of Ireland.

When the UK Referendum result in June 2016 confirmed Brexit as a reality, some UK based firms 
sought to create new legal entities within Europe. A popular destination for this has been Ireland, 
with a number of Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) regulated asset management firms and banks 
creating Irish entities which will consequently be regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

For FCA regulated investment firms who had taken measures to comply with standards set out in 
the Client Asset Sourcebook (CASS), what does this mean?

This paper will outline the similarities in CASS regulations enforced by the FCA and Investor Money 
Regulations enforced by the Central Bank of Ireland. Regardless of the jurisdiction, AutoRek can 
offer solutions which can significantly enhance your ability to comply with the industry standards. Both sets of regulations have rules which govern the treatment of Client or Investor Money where 

it cannot immediately be allocated to a client.

CASS Regulations IM Regulations
7.13.36 & 7.13.37 3.(12)
Unallocated (or unidentified) client money should be 
segregated in a client money account until the money 
can be identified and appropriately applied. 

Where investigation has taken place and the money in 
question can still not be identified within 10 business 
days, the firm should consider whether it is appropriate 
to return the funds.

Unallocated (or unidentified) client money should be 
segregated in an investor account until the money can 
be identified and appropriately applied. 

Where investigation has taken place and the money in 
question can still not be identified within 5 business 
days, the firm should return the funds.

AutoRek can produce management information which 
will highlight in business and/or calendar days the 
age of any discrepancy identified within your external 
reconciliation. Some of the ways this information can 
then be relayed to the interested parties are:

• Charts and graphs – real time charts and graphs on the   
 dashboard providing a look through to the current status  
 of each reconciliation in the tool. 

• Generated reports – reports are often triggered following  
 the final sign off stage of a workflow, therefore providing  
 the approved version of completed tasks. 

• Automatically delivered emails – generally used to   
 notify users of high-risk items.

 Unallocated and Unidentified Client Money
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To meet requirements, regular external reconciliations must be performed. These can be defined 
as the reconciliations between the records of the third party where the money is held, and the 
records held by the firm in relation to that account.

CASS Regulations IM Regulations
7.15.22 5.(1)
CASS rules state that external reconciliations should  
be performed at least on a monthly basis but as  
‘regular as necessary’.

Daily reconciliations of this kind are required for 
collection accounts.

7.15.31 5.(7)
Discrepancies should be investigated and resolved 
without undue delay.

Discrepancies should:
• Be investigated within 24 hours;

• Have the root cause identified within 5 business 
days; and

• Be resolved as soon as practicable.

AutoRek can consume all data required to perform 
external reconciliations. Under CASS regulation, the 
frequency of external client money reconciliations is 
more relaxed in the sense they must be undertaken at 
least monthly, whereas the frequency requirement is 
daily under IM regulations. 

The efficiency with which external reconciliations 
can be completed can significantly impact a firm’s 
ability to investigate, understand and resolve the root 

 External Reconciliations

cause of true exceptions. Powerful match rules in 
AutoRek generally leave behind a residual amount of 
unmatched transactions requiring investigation by the 
allocated break owner, leaving more time available for 
root cause analysis. This is where real value can be 
added in a business. 

The audit-keeping functionality will also retain 
information on where the data used came from and 
who performed each part of the process on AutoRek. 
Furthermore, workflow can be built in to evidence any 
required oversight.

Internal Rec

External Rec

To ensure compliance with the regulations, firms must have a framework in place to manage their risks and controls. 
Furthermore, they should have a person in place who is accountable for the adherence of the regulations.

CASS Regulations IM Regulations
1A.3.1 7.(1)
There must be a Senior Manager whose prescribed 
responsibilities include CASS compliance. This 
person(s) is approved by the FCA and must be re-
recertified on an annual basis.

A ‘Head of Investor Money Oversight’ must be appointed 
and shall perform duties related to the safeguarding  
of investor money (in a way that is compliant with  
the regulations.) 

7.15.34 8.(1)
An annual CASS Assurance Audit must be performed 
on an annual basis by an external auditor.

An annual Investor Money Examination should be 
performed on an annual basis by an external auditor.

FRC Standard: Audit and Assurance 2015 7.(3) & 7.(4)
All CASS rules should be mapped to appropriate risks  
and controls.

An Investment Money Management Plan should be in 
place and reviewed on at least an annual basis.

AutoRek provides software that will allow you to:
• Maintain in or out-of-scope rationale against each   
 specific regulation.

• Map existing identified risks and controls to specific rules.

• Easily generate reporting and management information.

• Maintain a breach log for simplified breach capture,   
 storage and reporting.

• Store, track and remediate actions introduced as   
 breach remediation activity. 

• Assign permissions and workflow so that items can   
 be assigned to the appropriate business owners.

Internal Reconciliations are essential for ensuring the 
protection of client and investor money. 

Both the UK and Irish regulators stipulate a daily internal 
reconciliation must be undertaken to determine that 
their ‘Resource’ (what firms do hold in client/collection 
accounts) matches their ‘Requirement’ (what firms should 
hold in client/collection accounts). Where the amounts do 
not equate, firms are required to utilise their own money to 

CASS Regulations IM Regulations
7.15.29(1) 6.(3)
Any funding movements required as a result of the 
internal reconciliation should be carried out the same 
day as the calculation performed. 

Any funding movements required as a result of the 
internal reconciliation should be carried out without 
delay, but in any case, within 24 hours from when the 
calculation performed. without delay, but in any case, 
within 24 hours from when the calculation performed.

AutoRek can consume feeds to calculate both 
Requirement and Resource. Enrichments, labelling and 
matching rules can be used to produce summarised 
calculations related to each regulatory rule.

Upon completion of the internal reconciliations, posting 
rules in AutoRek can be utilised to introduce the top up 
value required to align Requirement and Resource.

 Internal Reconciliations
‘top up’ the segregated funds or remove excess funds as 
the calculation dictates. 

For both regulators, the Resource must be calculated from 
the books and records the firm holds for those accounts 
and not from the records provided by the institution 
holding the cash on behalf of the authorised firm. 
Furthermore, both regulators expect the failure to perform 
a calculation to be reported to them within 24 hours.

 Risk Management
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Both regulators require returns to be submitted to them on a monthly basis to provide an 
overview of how much is held in terms of cash and assets being safeguarded by that firm. 
Furthermore, firms must report any breaches of the regulations.

CASS Regulations IM Regulations
SUP 16.14.3R Guidelines on IMR Reporting Obligations for  

Fund Service Providers
For CASS Medium and Large Firms, a Client Money and 
Asset Return (CMAR) must be submitted to the FCA by 
the 15th business day each month.

A Monthly Client Asset Report ‘Return’ must be submitted 
to the CBI by the 20th business day each month. 

7.15.33 7.(1)(b)
Breaches should be logged whenever they arise.  
If certain criteria is met which deems them ‘immediately 
reportable’ then they should be reported to the FCA in 
writing within 24 hours of identification.

The occurrence of incidents or breaches should be 
reported as soon as them form becomes aware.

AutoRek can automatically produce reports that can 
meet regulatory reporting requirements. month-end 
regulatory reporting is a time-consuming and inherently 
risky process when performed manually. AutoRek will 
use the data it has already consumed over the previous 
reporting period to populate the templates required by 
the relevant regulator.

 Reporting Requirements

In AutoRek, management information is best displayed 
through the front-end dashboards. They provide senior 
management with a real time view into the current 
status of the underlying reconciliations. Any dashboards 
can be made visible to individual users or a collective 
group of users, so the information displayed is suitably 
tailored to the role they undertake within the business.

The premise of both FCA CASS and IM Regulations are to ensure the timely return of money and 
assets held by a firm on behalf of their underlying clients.

CASS Regulations IM Regulations
10.1.3 7.(3)
A CASS Resolution Pack should always be maintained 
to allow firms to retrieve the information that would 
assist an insolvency practitioner in returning Client 
Money and Assets to their clients in a timely manner.

An Investment Money Management Plan should be 
in place and reviewed on at least an annual basis. It 
should contain information to facilitate the distribution 
of investor money, particularly in the event of a fund 
service provider’s insolvency.

AutoRek can provide your firm with a Resolution Pack 
repository, a central storage location held purely to quickly 
assist an insolvency practitioner return cash and assets to 
the end clients. 

It can do this by allowing you to:
• Assign review dates for each document;

• Send automatic reminders for upcoming or  
 overdue deadlines;

 Insolvency Readiness

• Assign ownership of documents to appropriate people   
 and/or departments, and;

• Run mock insolvency tests to scrutinise insolvency   
 readiness.

In summary, AutoRek can provide a single solution that 
can support your business in meeting the regulatory 
requirements you face whether governed by the Financial 
Conduct Authority, Central Bank of Ireland or both.

Arrange an AutoRek  
Demonstration
To arrange a demonstration or a confidential discussion to explore our 
methodology and credentials, please contact us:

  marketing@AutoRek.com 
  +44 (0)845 603 3613
  www.AutoRek.com/demo 
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